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Introduction
Your wife or girlfriend may have a headache once in a while but what about guys who marry pornstars?
Seriously, no matter how hot she is - there is no way one guy can keep up with the needs of these
married whores. Some guys go a step farther than others by asking professional stuntcocks to Please
Bang My Wife! It's an easy way to make some extra spending money and to stop the horny slut from
screwing around behind their backs. At least that's what they keep telling themselves...

Adult Review
Being married doesn't have to mean your sex life is over. However, it often means you've got to convince your bride to try
new things. Please Bang My Wife is a site featuring married pornstar couples who understand the fact that sexual variety is
an important spice in any relationship and their open marriage action gives us a great chance to see what their lifestyle is
really like!
  
  With 84 exclusive scenes already available in the archives and new ones being added on a weekly basis, this is a site that has
a lot to offer. Along with all the action on Please Bang My Wife you get access to dozens of other exclusive sites as well,
some of them are already reviewed here and listed as Included Sites on the right side of this review. All in all it's 1000s of
hours of exclusive content in 1000s of exclusive scenes that will keep you busy for months without ever having to watch the
same thing twice.
  
  All of the updates include photo sets and digital picture sets in high resolution as well. That makes it easy to find excellent
desktop wallpaper material starring your favorite pornstar of to be able to enjoy off-line slide-shows of your favorite action as
well.
  
  The movies are available in multiple formats including small dialup friendly clips, large broadband enhanced downloads
and amazing Flash streaming versions that can be watched online right in your browser.
  
  Priced at $29.98 per month you get a nearly unlimited amount of cuckold scenario sex scenes from Please Bang My Wife
and that makes this a membership well worth considering. Take the tour and see what the site has to offer, it does a nice job
of showing you what you can expect from these open-minded husbands and their horny housewives!

Porn Summary
Please Bang My Wife is a solid site all on its own, but when you factor in the huge network of included free porn from other
exclusive sites it becomes an amazing deal for any hardcore pervert with a thing for married whores!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Being the husband of a pornstar has its own set of unique marital problems'
Quality: 85  Updates: 87 Exclusive: 83 Interface: 80
Support: 80 Unique: 83    Taste: 85        Final: 84

Porn Sites Included
Casting Couch Teens (86) ,Tinys Black Adventures (85) ,Big Cock Teen Addiction (85) ,Mr Big Dicks Hot Chicks (85) ,The
Big Swallow (84) ,Lesbian Teen Hunter (84) ,Bus Stop Whores (78) ,All Reality Pass (Preview) ,Coeds Need Cash (Preview) ,
I Spy Cameltoe (Preview) ,Giants Black Meat White Treat (Preview) ,College Teens Book Bang (Preview) ,Mr Chews Asian
Beaver (Preview) ,Pimp My Black Teen (Preview) ,Teeny Bopper Club (Preview) ,Panties AND Fannies (Preview) ,Horny
Spanish Flies (Preview) ,MILFs In Heat (Preview) ,Round Mound Of Ass (Preview) ,Barefoot Maniacs (Preview) ,Blind Date
Bangers (Preview) ,Big Tit Patrol (Preview) ,See Her Squirt (Preview) 
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Exclusive, MILF, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.98 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 84
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